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ABSTRACT

To extract protein-protein interaction from experimental small-angle scattering of proteins in
solutions using liquid state theory, a model potential consisted of a hard-sphere repulsive
potential and the excess interaction potential has been introduced. In the present study, we
propose a model-potential-free integral equation method that extracts the excess interaction
potential by using the experimental small-angle scattering data without specific model potential
such as the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO)-type model. Our analysis of an
experimental small-angle X-ray scattering data for lysozyme solution shows both the
stabilization of contact configurations of protein molecules and a large activation barrier against
the formation of the contact configurations in addition to the screened Coulomb repulsion. These
characteristic features, which are not well-described by the DLVO-type model, are interpreted as
solvent effects.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge of the interactions between protein molecules in solutions is essential for
understanding protein molecule’s respective biological functions and predicting crystallization,
which is a major step in the characterization of protein structure . It is also important for
1-8

understanding the stability of the solutions with respect to aggregation and liquid-liquid phase
separation . Small-angle scattering of X-rays and neutrons (SAXS and SANS) is an effective
9-13

method to study the structure and interactions of biological macromolecules such as proteins
under various conditions

14,15

. The small-angle scattering profile I(q) provides a protein’s

interparticle interference, called the structure factor S(q), and a protein’s self-scattering, called
the form factor, P(q). S(q) is related to real space information such as the pair distribution
function g(r) of proteins in solvent by the inverse Fourier transform. In addition, the interaction
potential between proteins can be estimated using liquid-state theory. However, we cannot
directly apply the inverse Fourier transform, because the experimental scattering intensity is, in
fact, not available for high-scattering angle region. To deal with this, an interaction model
potential such as the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) model is widely employed.
5,6,16-21

Although the original DLVO model is expressed as the sum of only two simple interactions,

screened Coulomb repulsion and van-der-Waals attraction,

22,23

for applications in a wide variety

of systems, the attractive interaction in the DLVO model is often replaced with the Yukawa-type
potential with variable parameters in order to take into account not only the van-der-Waals
interaction but also the part of the other interactions, for instance, the solvent-induced
interactions. In fact, the DLVO model with the Yukawa-type attraction, referred to as “DLVO18

type” in this paper, has been widely applied to reproduce the structure factor S(q) of colloidal
and protein solutions using liquid-state theory,

16-20,24,25

because the DLVO-type model has

3

empirically been well known as a minimal model that provides a good description for proteinprotein interaction potential. However, the assumption underlying this model, by which the
specific model potentials are introduced, would certainly limit the variety of protein-protein
interactions. In fact, the necessity of non-DLVO interactions for protein solutions with high ionic
strength has been reported.

6,10,26-28

Nevertheless, the concrete shape or a function form of the non-

DLVO interaction is not almost clarified yet.
For gaining insight into the characteristic features of protein-protein interaction in solutions
without assuming specific model potential functions, we propose a model-potential-free (MPF)
method for extracting useful information about the interaction potential between protein
molecules from small-angle scattering data of protein solutions. The usage of indirect Fourier
transform (IFT) has been proposed by Fritz and Fukasawa and Sato as a model-potential-free
29

25

analysis for deriving the pair distribution function from experimental structure factor. On the
other hand, in our model-potential-free method based on liquid-state theory, protein-protein
interaction potential as well as pair distribution function is numerically obtained by solving an
integral equation without any functions for the excess interaction potential. The experimental
structure factor is used as the input. On the basis of the protein-protein interaction potential
calculated from the model-potential-free integral equation, we reveal the concrete shape of the
non-DLVO interaction by comparing the result obtained from the DLVO-type model. In the
latter half of this paper, we introduce an additional model potential for the non-DLVO
interaction, and then show that it remarkably improves the DLVO-type description for the shortand middle-range interaction between protein molecules.
2. Theory

4

First, we introduce a hard-sphere (HS) fluid as a reference system. The excess part of the direct
correlation function c ( r ) in the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation over cHS ( r ) and that of V ( r )
30

over VHS ( r ) are defined as cex ( r ) and Vex ( r ) , respectively, i.e., cex ( r ) ≡ c ( r ) − cHS ( r ) and

Vex ( r ) ≡ V ( r ) − VHS ( r ) , where r is the distance between particles. The subscripts “HS” and “ex”
denote hard sphere and excess, respectively. Next, we introduce the following assumption for

Vex ( r ) :
−Vex ( r ) kB T = cex ( r ) ,

(1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the thermodynamic temperature. This equation is
formally the same as that for the random phase approximation (RPA) . The assumption is
30

asymptotically correct for the long-range behavior of Vex ( r ) . As a result, the following closure
relation, in which neither V ( r ) nor Vex ( r ) explicitly appears, is obtained:

⎧⎪ exp ⎡γ ( r ) + B ( r ) ⎤ − 1
⎣ s
⎦
h (r ) = ⎨
−1
⎩⎪

r > dHS
r ≤ dHS ,

(2)

where B ( r ) is a bridge function; dHS is the diameter of the hard-sphere fluid, i.e., the protein’s
effective diameter; and γ s ( r ) = h ( r ) − cHS ( r ) is given by the inverse Fourier transform of

γˆs ( q ) = ĉ ( q ) ⎡⎣1− n0 ĉ ( q ) ⎤⎦ − ĉHS ( q ) ,

(3)

ĉ ( q ) = hˆ ′ ( q ) − ⎡⎣γˆs ( q ) − ĉex ( q ) ⎤⎦ .

(4)

Here, q in Eqs. (3) and (4) corresponds to the scattering parameter that is defined as

q = 4π sin (θ ) λ , where 2θ is the scattering angle and λ is the wavelength. In Eq. (4), hˆ ′ ( q ) is
given by

5

⎧ ĥ (q) = ⎡ S (q) − 1⎤ n
⎣ exp
⎦ 0
ˆh ′ ( q ) = ⎪⎨ exp
ĥ(q)
⎪⎩

q ≤ qh

(5)

q > qh ,

where ĥ ( q ) is calculated using the closure relation of Eq. (2), n0 is the number density of
particle, and the subscript “exp” denotes experimental. In Eq. (5), the value of qh should be
chosen such that ĥ ( q ) smoothly continues to ĥexp ( q ) at qh for experimentally available values of
q. Because Vex ( r ) does not explicitly appear in Eq. (2), we can obtain Vex ( r ) from cex ( r ) using
Eq. (1) without any specific model potential by iteratively solving the integral equation until the
Fourier transform of h ( r ) calculated using Eq. (2) has well converged. The detail calculation
procedure is shown in the electronic supplementary information (ESI). In this study, we
employed the Verlet-modified bridge function B ( r ) = γ 2 ( r ) ⎡⎣ 2 + 2 ( 4 5 )γ ( r ) ⎤⎦

, as shown in

31,32

Eq. (2). It is well known that the hypernetted chain (HNC) approximation ( B ( r ) = 0 ) essentially
overestimates the value of S ( q ) for small q values . In general, the bridge function corrects the
30

overestimation of S ( q ) for small q values in the HNC approximation but does not significantly
affect S ( q ) for large q values.
3. Experiment
We performed SAXS experiment to obtain Sexp ( q ) values, using the beam line BL-10C, the
Photon Factory (PF) of the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba in
Japan. The X-ray wavelength, λ, was 0.1488 nm; the camera length was 957 mm. X-ray
intensities were recorded using single-photon counting X-ray detector, PILATUS 300K-W
(DECTRIS Ltd., Switzerland). Lysozyme from hen egg white (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
was dissolved in 25 mM bis-Tris buffer at pH 7. lysozyme solutions of 0.10 g/mL were measured
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for one minute, which was repeated four times, and the data were averaged. To obtain the
scattering of the form factor, Pexp ( q ) , lysozyme solution of 2.6x10-3 g/mL, at the concentration
of which S ( q ) can be taken as 1, was measured. The exposure time was 80 minutes for
decreasing noises at large q values (~1 – ~2.5 nm-1), where the scattering is weak. The dilute
sample was flowed to avoid the damage by X-ray radiation. The minimum and maximum q
values for which the scattering intensity I exp ( q ) was experimentally determined were
approximately 0.3 and 3.2 nm-1, respectively. In the present study, 2.76 nm-1 was used as the
value of qh in Eq. (5). We also extrapolated the data of Sexp ( q ) toward the low-q limit by
applying a Lorenz-type function to the available data of Sexp ( q ) at the values of q between 0.3
and 0.5 nm-1. The comparison between the raw Sexp ( q ) data that is obtained from dividing the
raw scattering intensity I exp ( q ) by the form factor Pexp ( q ) and its smoothed Sexp ( q ) data is
shown in ESI.
4. Computational detail
The integral equation was solved with 4096 grid points, in which the maximum value of the
radial distance was 100 nm. In all of the calculations, 2.7 nm was employed as dHS in VHS ( r )
according to the length of the shorter axis when the lysozyme was regarded as an ellipsoid. The
number density of protein, n0, was 4.2 ´ 10-3 nm-3 when the protein concentration was 0.10 g/mL
(=7.0 mM). For comparison with the results obtained using the model-potential-free method, we
also applied the DLVO-type model potential VDLVO ( r ) to the same data of Sexp ( q ) . VDLVO ( r ) is
given by a sum of VHS ( r ), the screened Coulomb repulsive potential VC ( r ) given in Eq. (6), and
the Yukawa-type attractive potential VA ( r ) given in Eq. (7).

7

VC ( r ) =

Z 2 e2

4πε 0ε r (1+ 0.5κ dHS )

2

e−κ ( r−dHS )
,
r

VA ( r ) = −J A ( dHS r ) e−( r−dHS ) dA ,

(6)

(7)

Here, e is the elementary charge, ε 0 is the dielectric permittivity of the vacuum, and ε r is the
dielectric constant of the solvent. The parameter κ in Eq. (6) is the reciprocal Debye-Hückel
screening length ⎡( 2e2 ε 0 ) I ( ε r kBT ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

12

, where I is the ionic strength that is given by

1 2 ∑ ci zi2 with the concentrations ci and valences zi of ions. According to titration
i

experiments , we used Z = 8 as the effective charge of the lysozyme in all calculations
33

involving VDLVO ( r ) . The parameters J A and dA in Eq. (7) are considered unknown and were
determined using nonlinear fitting of Sexp ( q ) , and VC ( r ) was uniquely determined using ε r , I
(or κ ), and Z. The model-potential-free method does not require the physical quantities ε r , κ
(or I ), and Z under the experimental conditions required by the DLVO-type model; this is
regarded as one of the unique advantages of the present method. The HNC approximation
combined with the Verlet-modified bridge function B ( r ) was employed as the closure relation
in all calculations involving VDLVO ( r ) .
5. Results and discussion
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Fig. 1 Comparison between experimental and
theoretical structure factors S(q) for lysozyme
solutions of 0.10 g/mL at 25 ºC with and without 25
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mM NaCl salt in 25 mM bis-Tris buffer with pH of
7. (a) Model-potential-free (MPF) method. (b)
DLVO-type model.
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Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show theoretical values of S ( q ) obtained using the model-potential-free
(MPF) method and the DLVO-type model, respectively, in comparison with experimental

Sexp ( q ) values for lysozyme solutions of 0.10 g/mL with 0 and 25 mM concentrations of NaCl
salt at 25 ºC. The characteristic two peaks observed in our experimental Sexp ( q ) qualitatively
agree with those that have been reported in the representative literatures.34,35 The best-fit curves
obtained by using DLVO-type model do not agree well with Sexp ( q ) for large q values between
1 and 3 nm-1. On the other hand, the MPF method can reproduce the characteristic features of

Sexp ( q ) at not only small q values but also large q values. It should be noted that the slight
deviation of the MPF results from Sexp ( q ) is caused by the assumption of Eq. (1). The
comparison between the experimental raw I exp ( q ) and the theoretical I ( q ) that is obtained from
a product of theoretical S ( q ) and Pexp ( q ) is shown in ESI.
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Pair distribution functions g ( r ) and protein-protein interaction potentials V ( r ) obtained
using the MPF method as well as the DLVO-type model are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. At low salt concentrations, contact configurations of protein molecules are
generally expected to be unstable because of the strong Coulomb repulsion by the relatively high
net charge of lysozyme . However, in the MPF results of V ( r ) , we find that the contact
33

configurations between protein molecules are apparently stabilized even at 0 mM of NaCl. The
stabilization of the contact configurations as a result of short-range attraction qualitatively agrees
with previous works.34,35 On the other hand, in the results of g ( r ) for the DLVO-type model, we
see the lack of short-ranged structures, i.e., the first maximum at the contact region, the first
minimum, and the second maximum. The short-ranged structural information is essentially
contained in the high-q data of Sexp ( q ) , as described later (Fig. 3). The vertical rise in g ( r )
provided by the MPF method at the contact distance would be attributed to insufficient high-q
data of Sexp ( q ) . In our preliminary application of the MPF method in which the available
maximum q-value for the data of S ( q ) , i.e., qh, for 0.1 g/mL lysozyme solution was 4 nm-1 that
is quite larger than the present value of qh=2.7 nm-1, the position of the first maximum in g ( r )
was shifted toward the larger distance from the contact distance and the width of the first
maximum was broader.36 The shift and the narrowing of the first maximum in g ( r ) could be
attributed to the rotational average of non-spherical lysozyme molecule. On the other hand, the
vertical rise in g ( r ) provided by the DLVO-type model is caused by an inherent feature of the
DLVO-type model potential.
We show the difference between VMPF ( r ) and VDLVO ( r ) , given as ΔV ( r ) = VMPF ( r ) − VDLVO ( r ),
in the inset of Fig. 2(b). This difference indicates what VDLVO ( r ) lacks. As discussed below, we
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suggest that ΔV ( r ) , which gives a large contribution to both the stabilization of the contact
configurations and the activation barrier against the formation of the contact configurations,
might be derived from the short-range attraction and the middle-range repulsion as a result of
both the direct interaction between protein molecules and the solvent-induced interactions.
Fig. 2 (a) The pair distribution function
g(r) and (b) the protein-protein interaction
potential V(r) for lysozyme solutions of
0.10 g/mL with and without 25 mM NaCl
salt at 25 ºC. In the inset of (b), the black
and blue lines indicate DV(r)=VMF(r)–
VDLVO(r) at 0 and 25 mM NaCl,
respectively.

In our previous study of hydrophobic/solvophobic interaction between large spherical solutes
such as small globular proteins , we showed both the stabilization of contact configurations and
37

the activation barrier against their formation in not only a water solvent but also a Lennard-Jones
(LJ) solvent. However, if the attractive interaction between the solute and solvent was fully
omitted in the calculations, the activation barrier completely disappeared, and the contact
configurations became stabilized. The activation barrier, in other word, the middle-range
repulsion is, therefore, interpreted as the energy needed to remove water/solvent molecules in the

11

hydration/solvation shell surrounding the solute when the solute molecules approach each other
to form the contact configurations.
Fig. 3 qh dependence of (a) g(r) and (b)
V(r) obtained using the MPF method and
the DLVO-type model for lysozyme
solution of 0.10 g/mL without 25 mM
NaCl salt. qh is defined in Eq. (5). The
black (or red) solid and broken lines
indicate the MPF (or DLVO-type) results
for qh of 2.76 and 1.6 nm-1, respectively.
In the inset of (a), the black dotted, black
broken, and red broken lines show the
experimental, MPF, and DLVO-type
results for S(q) for qh of 1.6 nm-1.
The qh-value dependence of g ( r ) and V ( r ) determined using the MPF method and the
DLVO-type model are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The results for qh = 2.76 nm-1 in
Fig. 3 are the same as the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2. S ( q ) values obtained using the MPF
and DLVO-type calculations for qh = 1.6 nm-1 as well as the experimental Sexp ( q ) data for q <
1.6 nm-1 are displayed in the inset of Fig. 3(a). The first minimum in V ( r ) (maximum in g ( r ) )
that indicates the stabilization of contact configurations disappears in the MPF result for qh = 1.6
nm-1. As pointed out by the previous works,34,35 there are two typical length scales in the dense
lysozyme solutions: the larger length scale corresponding to the first maximum in S ( q ) arises
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from the screened Coulomb repulsion and the smaller length scale corresponding to the second
maximum in S ( q ) can be assigned to the monomer-monomer contact correlation. If the high-q
data of Sexp ( q ) were not available and then were not taken into account in the analysis, we
would obtain neither the stabilization of the monomer-monomer contact configurations nor the
large activation barrier against their formation. The contribution from the high-q data of Sexp ( q )
to the MPF result is significant, whereas the results obtained using the DLVO-type model for qh
values of 1.60 and 2.76 nm-1 are very similar to each other. The similarity between these results
for both small and large values of qh suggests that the DLVO-type model cannot reproduce the
short- and middle-ranged structures.
As shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b), the DLVO-type model is insufficient for the description of
both the stabilization of the contact configurations and the activation barrier against the
formation of the contact configurations because of the limitation in the potential form of the
Yukawa-type function. In order to improve the DLVO-type description of these short- and
middle-ranged interactions, we introduce an additional model potential as follows:

VS ( r ) = −J S ( dHS r ) e−( r−dS )
α

2

WS

.

(8)

The physical origin of the model potential would be attributed to both the direct interaction
between protein molecules and a solvent-induced interaction. If α is set as zero, VS ( r ) is a
Gaussian-type function involving the depth of the well J S , the position of the center of the well

dS , and the width of the well WS . In addition to the parameters J A and dA in Eq. (7), the
parameters J S , dS , and WS in Eq. (8) are also considered unknown and were determined using
nonlinear fitting of Sexp ( q ) . In this paper, we refer to Vs ( r ) as “solvent-induced potential (SIP)”,
although not only the solvent-induced interaction but also the direct interaction between protein
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molecules is included in Vs ( r ) . It is noted that we can use VS ( r ) to improve the DLVO-type
description of both the stabilization of the contact configurations for a positive J S and the
activation barrier against the formation of the contact configurations for a negative J S . In this
study, the value of J S was chosen to be positive so that VS ( r ) was a short-range attractive
potential. In the previous theoretical studies, the characteristic two peaks in Sexp ( q ) have been
reproduced by using, for instance, a two-Yukawa model consisted of short-range attractive and
long-range repulsive Yukawa-type potentials38 and the superposition of Lennard-Jones-type
potential and a Yukawa-type long-range repulsion.39 In the case of the DLVO-type model
employed in this study, one Yukawa-type potential is always fixed so that it reproduces the
screened Coulomb repulsion with constant parameters and another Yukawa-type potential is
used as a fitting function, whereas in the case of the two-Yukawa model,38 both the Yukawa-type
potentials are used as independent fitting functions. Therefore, the potential function in the
DLVO-type model is restricted compared with the two-Yukawa model. On the other hand, in the
case that the model potential of Eq. (8) is added into the DLVO-type model, the short-range
attraction is mainly described by Eq. (8), thus another Yukawa-type potential can be used to
improve the middle-range interaction that is mediated by hydration effects. However, in the case
of the combination of Lennard-Jones-type potential and a Yukawa-type potential,39 although the
former and the latter are used as independent fitting functions for the short-range attraction and
the long-range repulsion, respectively, there is no potential function to improve the middle-range
repulsive interaction that also plays a crucial role on the stabilization of protein solutions.

14

Fig. 4 (a) The black (or blue) dotted and
solid lines indicate the experimental Sexp(q)s
and S(q)s, respectively, obtained using the
DLVO-type model with the solvent-induced
potential (SIP) at 0 (or 25) mM NaCl. (b)
The black (or blue) broken and solid lines
indicate V(r)s obtained using the DLVOtype model and DLVO-type + SIP model,
respectively, at 0 (or 25) mM NaCl. In the
inset of (a), the black and blue lines indicate
DV(r)=VSDLVO(r)–VDLVO(r) at 0 and 25 mM
NaCl, respectively.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show S ( q ) and V ( r ) , respectively, obtained using VDLVO ( r ) plus VS ( r )
for a positive value of J S , i.e., VSDLVO ( r ) . The value of α in Eq. (8) was set as 2.0 in the present
calculation in order to take an asymmetry in VS ( r ) into account. When α was set as zero, we
obtained results comparable with those shown in Fig. 4. The agreement with Sexp ( q ) is
drastically improved by the addition of VS ( r ) to VDLVO ( r ) . The model potential VSDLVO ( r ) yields
not only large stabilization of the contact configurations but also a large activation barrier against
their formation. The difference defined by ΔV ( r ) = VSDLVO ( r ) − VDLVO ( r ) is displayed in the inset
of Fig. 4(a). ΔV ( r ) in the activation barrier is not sufficiently described by the DLVO-type
model even though the DLVO-type model takes into account the salt effect as the screened
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Coulomb repulsion according to Eq. (6). In addition, interestingly, the salt effect yields no
significant change in ΔV ( r ) . Therefore, we suggest that the activation barrier against the
formation of the contact configurations is attributed to the solvent effects on the effective
protein-protein interactions.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we presented the model-potential-free method for determining the excess part of
the protein-protein interaction potential that is defined as the difference from an introduced hardsphere potential by using small-angle X-ray scattering data as the input. The model-potential-free
method yielded better agreement with the experimental structure factor of lysozyme solutions of
0.10g/mL at 0 and 25 mM NaCl salt concentrations compared with results obtained using the
DLVO-type model potential. We also proposed an additional model potential to improve the
DLVO-type description for short- and middle-ranged protein-protein interactions. The modelpotential-free method and the DLVO-type potential combined with the additional model
potential reproduced the characteristic features of short- and middle-ranged protein-protein
interactions: the stabilization of contact configurations between protein molecules and the
activation barrier against the formation of the contact configurations, which would be attributed
to both the direct interaction between protein molecules and the solvent-induced interaction. We
comment on the new perspective that the interaction extracted by our analysis is a possible
candidate for the short-range attractive interaction, which has been regarded as the necessary
factor for metastable liquid-liquid phase separation, and the physical origin of which is under
debate

11,28,40-46

.
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